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Online surveillance is prevalent
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Violation of human rights
Online surveillance has led to severe violations of many human rights, 

including the right to privacy
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Internet traffic encryption is on the rise

https://transparencyreport.google.com/https/overview
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Internet traffic encryption is on the rise

https://httparchive.org/reports/state-of-the-web#pctHttps
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Internet traffic encryption is on the rise
Thanks to free TLS certificate authorities

https://letsencrypt.org/stats/
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Plaintext domain names are 
the last piece of unencrypted information

DNS query/response packets

TLS handshake’s Client Hello
Server Name Indication (SNI)

à Security and privacy issues
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Domain names reveal semantic info
• amazon.com, walmart.com, ebay.com

à online shopping preferences

• HIV.gov , Cancer.gov

à health condition

• Islamicity.org, Quran.com, Bible.com

à religion

• LGBT.foundation, Grindr.com

à gender identity

• Xvideos.com, Pornhub.com

à sexual habits
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Domain encryption: DoT/DoH & ESNI
• DoT: DNS queries and responses are tunneled over TLS (RFC7858)

• DoH: DNS resolution is performed over HTTPS, inheriting all 

security benefits of the HTTPS protocol (RFC8484)

• Encrypted SNI: Starting from TLS1.3, the Server Name Indication 

extension in the Client Hello message during the TLS handshake 

can be optionally encrypted (RFC8744)

à being reworked to Encrypted Client Hello (Internet draft)

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7858
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc8484
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc8744
https://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-ietf-tls-esni-10
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DoH/DoT
resolvers

X
example.com ?

example.com: 93.184.216.34

TLS1.3  ClientHello
EncryptedSNI(example.com)

HTTPS/TLS tunnel

HTTPS/TLS tunnel

Domain encryption: DoH/DoT and ESNI

ESNI-supported
example.com
93.184.216.34
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Motivation
Domain name encryption à user privacy?

Investigate whether network-level browsing tracking at scale is still

possible, given that destination IPs are visible to on-path observers

The extent to which domain inference can be made depends on:

• Whether one or many domains are hosted on a given IP

• The stability of the mapping of a domain and its IP address(es)
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Website Fingerprinting
• Website fingerprinting (WF): a type of traffic analysis attack, based

on unique traffic patterns (fingerprints)

• Fingerprints: constructed from network packets’ visible metadata

à We introduce a lightweight website fingerprinting (WF) technique

that allows a network-level observer to identify with high accuracy the

websites a user visits based on IP address information
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Methodology
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Browse 
220K 

websites

Selection of test domains
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popular 
domains

Alexa
126K 

sensitive 
domains

The number of websites crawled is lower than the number of domains

selected due to some unresponsive websites
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Browse 
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twitter.com;{1760832065, 1760832129, 1760832193, 1760832001} 4 IPs

api.twitter.com;{1760832194, 1760832002, 1760832066, 1760832130} 4 IPs
abs.twimg.com;{2540008607, 3353879711, 1209359174, 2540032159, …} 7 IPs
pbs.twimg.com;{1209359174, 2540042399, 2540008607, 3353886879, …} 10 IPs
www.google-analytics.com;{2899905678, 2899904206, 2899905038, …} 16 IPs
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{[1760832001, 1760832065, 1760832129, 1760832193];

[385967085, 385968877, 1209359174, 1760832002, 1760832066, 1760832130, 
1760832194, 2540008607, 2540030111, 2540032159, 2540042399, 2899903342, 
2899904206, 2899904238, 2899904270, 2899905006, 2899905038, 2899905070, 
2899905102, 2899905134, 2899905166, 2899905262, 2899905294, 2899905326, 
2899905678, 2899905710, 2899905742, 3089042157, 3236277520, 3353879711, 
3353886879]}

{'twitter.com’: 

{'api.twitter.com', 'abs.twimg.com', 
'pbs.twimg.com', 'www.google-analytics.com’}}
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Sequence of unique IP addresses connected:
{1760832065, 1760832002, 1209359174, 2899904270}

primary IP secondary IPs
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Browse 
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Matching fingerprints
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network connections
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twitter.com;{[1760832001, 1760832065, 1760832129, 1760832193];[385967085, 
385968877, 1209359174, 1760832002, 1760832066, 1760832130, 1760832194, 
2540008607, 2540030111, 2540032159, 2540042399, 2899903342, 2899904206, 
2899904238, 2899904270, 2899905006, 2899905038, 2899905070, 2899905102, 
2899905134, 2899905166, 2899905262, 2899905294, 2899905326, 2899905678, 
2899905710, 2899905742, 3089042157, 3236277520, 3353879711, 3353886879]}

Sequence of IPs: {1760832065, 1760832002, 1209359174, 2899904270}1760832065 1760832002 28999042701209359174

1760832065
17608320021209359174

2899904270
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Single-hosted primary domains
• twitter.com;{1760832065, 1760832129, 1760832193, 1760832001}

• hrw.org;{1224469683}

• grindr.com;{583195696, 65110341, 885721358}

• xvideos.com;{3109598466, 3109598467, 3109598468, 3109598469, 
3109598470, 3109598471, 3109598472, 3109598473, 3109598474, 
3109598475}

When a primary domain is single-hosted on one IP or multiple IPs

without sharing its hosting server(s) with any other domains, it is

straightforward to infer the website being visited

Assessing the Privacy Benefits of Domain Name Encryption, ACM AsiaCCS 2020.

https://arxiv.org/abs/1911.00563
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twitter.com;{[1760832001, 1760832065, 1760832129, 1760832193];[385967085, 
385968877, 1209359174, 1760832002, 1760832066, 1760832130, 1760832194, 
2540008607, 2540030111, 2540032159, 2540042399, 2899903342, 2899904206, 
2899904238, 2899904270, 2899905006, 2899905038, 2899905070, 2899905102, 
2899905134, 2899905166, 2899905262, 2899905294, 2899905326, 2899905678, 
2899905710, 2899905742, 3089042157, 3236277520, 3353879711, 3353886879]}

Sequence of IPs: {1760832065, 1760832002, 1209359174, 2899904270}
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twitter.com;{[1760832001, 1760832065, 1760832129, 1760832193];[385967085, 
385968877, 1209359174, 1760832002, 1760832066, 1760832130, 1760832194, 
2540008607, 2540030111, 2540032159, 2540042399, 2899903342, 2899904206, 
2899904238, 2899904270, 2899905006, 2899905038, 2899905070, 2899905102, 
2899905134, 2899905166, 2899905262, 2899905294, 2899905326, 2899905678, 
2899905710, 2899905742, 3089042157, 3236277520, 3353879711, 3353886879]}

Sequences of IPs: {1760832065, 1760832002, 1209359174, 2899904270}
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Analysis result
Single-hosted primary domains

52% of the websites studied have their primary domain hosted on

their own IP(s) à an adversary could already infer 52% of the targeted

websites based solely on the IP address of the first connection to the

primary domain, without having to consider secondary connections.
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Analysis result
Basic IP-based fingerprinting

Considering secondary connections à an increased accuracy of 84%

Of the fingerprinted websites, we could match 92% of the popular

and 78% of the sensitive websites. More worrisome is the fact that

95% of sensitive and popular websites can be fingerprinted.
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Enhanced IP-based fingerprinting

0. primary 
connection

1. domLoading

2. domContentLoaded

3. domComplete

Viewing all requests as a whole à a high-level ordering relationship

Clustering connections à increased fingerprints’ discriminatory
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Enhanced IP-based fingerpints
0: {'twitter.com’}, 

1: {'abs.twimg.com’}, 
2: {'api.twitter.com', 'abs.twimg.com', 'pbs.twimg.com’}, 
3: {'twitter.com', 'api.twitter.com', 'abs.twimg.com', 'www.google-analytics.com’}

Enhanced domain-based fingerprint

0: {1760832001, 1760832065, 1760832129, 1760832193};

1: {1209359174, 2540008607, 2540030111, 2540032159, 2540042399, 3236277520, 3353879711};

2: {385967085, 385968877, 1209359174, 1760832002, 1760832066, 1760832130, 1760832194, 
2540008607, 2540030111, 2540032159, 2540042399, 3089042157, 3236277520, 3353879711, 
3353886879};

3: {1209359174, 1760832001, 1760832002, 1760832065, 1760832066, 1760832129, 1760832130, 
1760832193, 1760832194, 2540008607, 2540030111, 2540032159, 2540042399, 2899903342, 
2899904206, 2899904238, 2899904270, 2899905006, 2899905038, 2899905070, 2899905102, 
2899905134, 2899905166, 2899905262, 2899905294, 2899905326, 2899905678, 2899905710, 
2899905742, 3236277520, 3353879711}

Enhanced IP-based fingerprint

0: {1760832065},
1: {1209359174},
2: {1760832002, 1209359174},
3: {1760832065, 1760832002, 1209359174, 2899904270}

Clustered sequence of IPs from 
network trace, using K-means1760832002

2899904270

1760832065

1760832065
1209359174

1209359174

1209359174

1209359174 1760832002

1760832065

1760832065

1760832002

1760832002

1209359174

1209359174

2899904270
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Analysis result
Enhanced IP-based fingerprinting

Enhanced fingerprinting improves the accuracy to 91%. For the

popular and the sensitive websites, we obtain an accuracy of 96% and

87%, respectively. An alarming result: 99% of sensitive and popular

websites can be precisely fingerprinted, posing a severe privacy risk.
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Fingerprinting stability

By conducting our measurement

in a longitudinal manner for two

months, we show that our

enhanced IP-based fingerprints

are still effective at correctly

identifying about 70% of the

tested websites.
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Fingerprinting robustness
HTTP caching

First
visit

5m 10m 1h 5h 10h 1d 5d 10d 1M 2M
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Regardless of the impact of HTTP

caching, an accuracy of 80% can

still be obtained—a decrease of

just 4% (from 84%) compared to

when websites are visited for the

first time.
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Fingerprinting robustness
Ad blocking
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Still obtain an accuracy of 80% when using the basic fingerprints, in
which the ordering structure of loaded resources is not considered

When browsing with Brave, ad and 

tracking domains are blocked, 

leading to:

• changes in resource loading order 

• fewer IP connections observed
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Key takeaway
Regardless of the increasing trend of web co-location [*] and an

idealistic future in which domain name encryption is universally

adopted, network-level adversaries can still rely on destination IP

addresses of contacted web servers for IP-based website

fingerprinting to track users’ browsing history at scale for the vast

majority of websites.

Dataset is made available to stimulate future studies in this research

domain at https://homepage.np-tokumei.net/publication/publication_2021_popets

[*] The Web is Still Small After More Than a Decade. SIGCOMM Computer Communication Review 2020.

https://homepage.np-tokumei.net/publication/publication_2021_popets
https://dl.acm.org/doi/abs/10.1145/3402413.3402417


Potential countermeasures
• Full domain name confidentiality must be preserved on both DNS

and TLS channels; otherwise, neither technology can provide any

actual privacy benefit if deployed individually

• Domain owners can seek providers that offer an increased co-

hosting ratio per IP and/or highly dynamic domain-IP mappings

• Hosting providers can help to increase the co-hosting degree by

grouping more websites under the same IP and dynamically rotate

domain-IP mappings to hinder straightforward IP-based

fingerprinting and further improve privacy
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